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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA 

CASE NO: 2015-CV-60785-ZLOCH 
 
CARL HANKERSON,  
 Plaintiff, 
Vs. 
 
FORT LAUDERDALE SCRAP, INC.,  
a Florida Corporation A & B IMPORT EXPORT, INC, 
a Florida Corporation and AMIR SATTAR, 
Individually. 
 Defendants. 
___________________________________________/ 

JOINT DEFENDANT(S) OPPOSITION RESPONSE TO D.E. #55; 
HANKERSON’S MOTION TO COMPEL INSPECTION OF 

ELECTRONICALLY STORED INFORMATION 
DEFENDANT(S) Jointly Oppose as follows; 

 

I. PROCEDURAL FACTUAL POSTURE 

Plaintiff’s Generic, Vague And Confused 2nd Inspection Request Fails 
to; A) Discretely Identify Which “Purported” E-Data/Computer Data 
“Sources” and/or Sourced Materials He Wants to Inspect, and More 

Fundamentally,…. B) Wholly Fails to Makes Any PROFFER/ Showings 
That Any Listed Defendant In Fact Has Any Possession Of Any 

Requested Investigation “Source Materials” or Information In Their 
Possession (…as Defendant(s) Time-Payroll Records Are Complied On 

Paper In Hand Writing Sans Any Electronic Storage…. To Then Be 
Forwarded To Defense 3rd Party Payroll Company For Tax Withholding 

Calculations and Payroll Wages Disbursements to Mr. Hankerson). 
 

1. Defendant(s) substantially agree with Plaintiff’s “Background” 

statement and additionally adds that A) it is Undisputed that a timely 

Joint Defense Objection paper listing “Confusing/Vague/Ambiguous”, 

D.E. 55 Ex. C, was timely served, and has yet to be ruled upon, to 
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insure that the Plaintiff’s request can be fully and fairly understood for 

responses.   

2. Plaintiff totally fails to articulate an choate and unconfused, clear and 

concise language for discovery or data even “calculated to lead to 

discovery evidence” per the controlling 1sT Amended Complaint.  The 

Plaintiff’s Amended Complaint 2nd Production Request (D.E. 55, EX. 

A, p. 2) confusingly demands electronic discovery in ambiguous, 

vague, non-professional confusing language and terms. (E.g. Internal 

Clock?, Hardware Components?, Electronic Devices?, Hard Drives? 

Tampered With?, Metadata?, Accurately Recorded?, Inspection?, 

Etc.) What do these terms mean regarding Information Technology 

(I.T.) practice and theory?  What is their scope?  What sources are 

targeted by Plaintiff for said data?  Defense does not know. 

3. All said 2nd Production Demand terms are merely layman utterances 

coagulated into a non-itemized, meaningless, ambiguous request, 

absent any Information Technology (I.T.) applied and working 

technical nomenclature terms.  Said vague and imprecise production 

demand request language is unrelated to, and improper as to the now 

controlling 1st Amended Complaint, as an ambiguously over broadly 

targeted/scoped data demand made without any particular-specified 

potential data Source(s) identified/listed, from which any such 

confused production could be generated from….so it is not understood 

by Defense. 

4. Consequently, Plaintiff’s 2nd Production Demand is wholly confusing 

for any Defense informed responses, and unfairly prejudicial to 

Defense and is overbroad in scope, vague in properly framed scope 

regarding which particular computer/digital “SOURCES” he believes 
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he should be allowed to invade and rummage through for said 

ambiguous lay term meaningless data items. 

5. Further, B) Plaintiff’s confused production demand creates an 

ambiguous overbroad undue burden and privacy invasion on 

Defendant(s) by OMITTING any particular and legitimate and 

surgically tailored technical means/methods he proposes to ransack 

Defendant(s) lifeblood business I.T. equipment on a hunch. 

6. Further, C) Plaintiff, absent any proffer that Defendant(s) have said 

data, totally fails to state any proposed means and methods, or 

personnel qualifications he wishes to potentially use to perform any 

such endeavor in any specified E/Data or I.T. “Sources” for Court 

approval and supervision,…. so that it is ambiguous and vague as to 

how he would professionally surgically achieve his purported 

“computer” investigation without unfair prejudice and/or technical 

damages, or  business commerce interruptions to Defendant(s).   

7. D) While only listing the timely served Defense objections of 

“Confusing-Vague-Ambiguous” at DE 55, EX. C, for pending  

adjudications, and not improperly then answering over same,.. It is 

undisputed that, in abundance of conferral cautions, the Defendant(s) 

have thereafter additionally informed Plaintiff by Emails/Service 

(D.E. 55, EX. F dated Jan. 9, 2016 in partial E-texts) that the Joint 

Defendant(s) DO NOT KEEP any such  “generic” Electronic or 

Computer Data records or like E/Data on any Defendant(s) I.T. so 

none exists to be inspected (EX. 1 Affidavit) by any competent 

expert- professional or others for non-existent production data, as said 

Joint Defendant(s) on site work/time/hours records are not 

Defendant(s) I.T. “Computerized”, but rather made and kept on 
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PAPER RECORDS and then NON ELECTRONICALLY forwarded 

to the Defendant(s) 3rd Party Payroll Company for final 

tax/withholdings computations and pay disbursements (D.E. 55, EX. 

D, nos. 1-2 as partial textual conferrals) utilizing the Electronic Data-

Computer PROPERTY of said payroll company,…. which 

Defendant(s) do not control/own to allow any inspections or like. 

(EX. 1, Affidavit) 

8. Further, DE 55, Ex. D at no. 1-2, shows that in conferrals, 

Defendant(s) alerted Plaintiff that it had no such responsive data, as 

good faith responses to Plaintiff’s undisputed serving his purported 

conferral “explanations” of what the 2nd Production Demand 

“meanings and limitations, etc” actually were,….after having not 

being clearly drafted in the 2nd Production Demand to cause Defense 

confusion. Said Defense conferrals, as best could be understood, 

further proffered to Plaintiff the “potential” Defense Objections to 

Plaintiff’s purported “clarified” vague and misdirected production 

demands as; a) Not Relevant, b) Unduly burdensome/disruptive, c) 

Not calculated to lead to discoverable evidence, d) Unfairly 

Prejudicial, and e) Confusing and Overbroad.   

9. Further Ex. F, at no. 5 the Defendant(s) list “…objections to any 

Inspections of Defense Electronic data/devices which have no 

Hankerson scheduling, wage/hour data” on their internal owned and 

operated electronic equipment.  (See also; EX. 1) 

10. The Defendant made timely objections to the controlling 2nd 

Production Demand, and then proffer disclosed his further “potential” 

objections, should Plaintiff continue to pursue his legally non-material 

line of inspections with potential Court directions allowing Plaintiff to 
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“record clarify” or like these contested production issues.  (See EX. 1 

affidavit) 

11. Plaintiff clearly sees it has made an error in its 2nd Production Demand 

as: --It is Undisputed that the Plaintiff, so failing to note in his own 

motion, did file and serve a 3rd Party Subpoena Duces Tecum on 

Payroll Central USA, LLC, dated January 12, 2016 with a return 

service date of January 22, 2016 for said “Computer/E-Data” Records.  

This was not objected to by Defendant(s). (-On January 22, 2016 

conferral Plaintiff advised Defendant(s) a 10 day response extension 

was requested and documents were not available for disclosure to 

Defense at said time.) 

12. Plaintiff’s generic and imprecise 2nd Request for Production Nos. 1 & 

2 are totally confusing, vague and ambiguous overbroad, and clearly 

directed at the wrong parties… so that Defendant(s) cannot comply 

with same in an fully and fairly informed manner so that they are not 

being Unfairly Prejudiced in guessing accurate responses.  

Defendant(s) made their pending record timely objections to same to 

insure they fully understand the instant Production Demands for 

response. 

13. ADDITIONAL UNDISPUTED MATERIAL FACTS: The 
Plaintiff, who admits he has substance abuse infirmities, which 
make his memory wholly unreliable, fails to show a 
wage/hour/pay discrepancy in his Motion, and has filed a surprise 
1st Amended Complaint, and then failed to appear for his 
Amended record Noticed Deposition, per D.E. 53, sans any Court 
Protection Order to unfairly thwart Defense discovery of the new 
facts and ability to potentially MOOT or fully understand his new 
case claims for now unknown damages, and unfairly drive up 
attorney fees and costs. 
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14. Plaintiff’s DE 55, Exhibits E & F, both list the same pay amount of 

$440.91 for the Pay Date of December 13, 2013 so no actual worked 

hours/pay discrepancy exists. Plaintiff’s Exhibit “E” is not 

authenticated nor fully vetted under the 1st Amended Complaint by 

deposition, and is now disputed by Defense.  Also; Defendant(s) 

Affirmative Defenses (D.E. 55, EX. G) made early in litigation 

before discovery has been completed are not dis-positive on any 

issues, and are merely counter “allegations” that must be proven true 

by the Defendant to be valid as they are not “Admissions”.  “Courts 

well recognize that the Parties do not always know all the facts 

relevant to their claims or defenses until discovery has 

occurred”…and that pleading may be amended and affirmative 

defenses can be withdrawn or stricken.  Hayne v Green Ford Sales, 

Inc., 2:09-CV-02202 USDCT Kansas, 2009.  Defendant listed his 

affirmative defenses in good faith caution to not waive them based on 

limited information/discovery.  The fully informed Defendant is likely 

to withdraw some affirmative defenses on close of discovery to 

narrow issues for trial. 

 

15. Defendant(s) affirm Plaintiff’s DE 55, EX. F, with the Defense 

document control number “50” inked in the lower right corner is a 

authentic Defendant(s) Joint Corporate Record.  However, Defense 

has no knowledge of DE 55, EX. E’s Plaintiff’s adduced payroll 

record authenticity, and was wrongfully denied deposing duces 

tecum Mr. Hankerson per his non-appearance (D.E. 53) to test 

this purported case evidence so at present Defense disputes same 

as reliable tested evidence for motions or trial.  Had Mr. Hankerson 
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appeared for his 1st Amended Compliant Video Deposition Duces 

Tecum some of the record issues may have already been resolved.  

(See nos. 13-14, supra) 

 

16.    Further, it is undisputed that Plaintiff filed DE 47 on September 23, 

2016 as his 1st Amended Complaint, adding Defendant A & B Import 

Export, Inc. in surprise, as a simple pre-suit inquiry of Mr. Hankerson 

per his own work knowledge and banking, direct deposit records and 

like, would have shown A & B was a potential Defendant in the initial 

Complaint D.E. 1 filed April 13, 2015.  Perhaps Mr. Hankerson’s 

memory failed regarding this employment and banking payroll 

records per his record admission of substance abuse while working for 

Defendant(s).  

 

17. On December 7, 2015, the Defense timely set Plaintiff’s Deposition 

for January 5, 2016 to fully and fairly test and understand the totally 

new Amended Complaint allegations.  It undisputed that Plaintiff 

failed to appear without a Record Protection Order or like legal 

excuse to frustrate Defendant(s) potential MOOTING this claim, 

and/or to needlessly increase litigation/costs in this case.  Defense is 

further frustrated from obtaining credible case Mooting or like 

information as Defendant Hankerson has record Admitted to being 

addled by his use of intoxicants so his memory of what occurred, 

when he worked, what he was purportedly wrongly paid, and what he 

credibly believes he allegedly is now owed is still undetermined due 

to Plaintiff’s failure to properly engage in discovery to thwart the 

Defense and increase litigation fees/costs.  
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II. LEGAL OPPOSITION 
(Plaintiff’s Motion Is Infirm As The Production Requests Are Vague, 

Ambiguous In Scope/Terminology, Confusing and Fail To Specify Any E-
Data Sources To Confuse Defendant So He Cannot Fully And Fairly 

Evaluate the Discovery Demands.) 
18.The Plaintiff has generally framed the broad and general controlling 

law regarding this Court’s broad discretion in managing discovery so 

same will be adopted herein for brevity. 

19. The Defense has filed its timely objections at DE 55, EX. C stating 

the two request(s) were “confusing/vague/ambiguous” as the request is 

A) generic and confusing in nature by its indecipherable and confusion 

language, such as “Internal Clock, etc.” (No. 2 supra) and wholly omits 

which “Source” of said Computer/E-Data is targeted, and B) an 

ambiguous by demanding that a non-Expert or like qualified Court 

Approved person make such overbroad inspections without any 

constraints or professional/court oversight.   

20. Clearly Plaintiff’s E/Data Request was drafted by a I.T. Computer 

layperson who fails to use the proper professional nomenclature to 

precisely, or even sufficiently, state and identify what particular E-Data is 

at issue for full and fair Defense responses, and/or fails to make any 

cognizable identifications of the targeted “sources” of said productions 

requests.  

21.Nonetheless, after objections the Defendant(s), in good faith 

conferrals did via email alert Plaintiff (DE 55, EX D) that no such 
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Electronic/Computer Data Existed with the named Defendant(s) as they 

do their scheduling, & wage hour time keeping in hand written format 

and NOT on their computers so NO SUCH ELECTRONIC DATA exists 

to be Inspected by some undisclosed person/company. (See EX. 1 

Affidavit).  Nor has Plaintiff made any PROFFER that same exists to 

support its 2nd Production Demands.  

22. Further said non-precise requests are a linguistically vague, 

ambiguously over broadly targeted to cause Defendant(s) a needless and 

undue work and financial burden that needlessly risks damage to 

Defendant(s) Computers/Electronic Equipment for data that does not 

exist on Defendant(s) I.T. equipment property, and is beyond the scope of 

the four corners of the 1st Amended Complaint which frames discovery 

so that Defense I.T. privacy will be invaded and fragile equipment 

possibly damaged, or data stolen/exposed, with Defendant(s) commerce 

interrupted for an unstated period for no legitimate reasons. 

 

CONCLUSION 

23. This Court has broad discretion to regulate discovery. Plaintiff has made 

no credible reliable PROFFER that Defendant(s) even have any information 

the demand in their distorted language.  Its only Plaintiff’s errant hope 

supporting this Motion.  That duty rests on the Plaintiff’s Computer 

inspection demands being clearly and fairly articulated, unconfused, and not 

ambiguously overbroad as related to the four corners of the controlling 

Amended Complaint.   Herein, the Defendant(s) have record demonstrated 

that Plaintiff propounded a confusing/vague/ambiguous demands to 

“inspect” generic “computers” and “all electronic/digital files” in an 

unknown manner by unknown persons for an unknown time.   
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24. The Defendant has well demonstrated his confusion and unfair prejudice 

in attempting to fully and fairly evaluate this request for service of an 

informed material response, so it is factually and legally warranted for this 

Court to DENY Plaintiff’s Motion To Compel.   

25. Defense has made no improper affirmative defense “admissions” or like 

for this Court to apply adversely to Defense herein, nor in any other matter 

at bar to date.  Nor has Defense failed to timely legally object, and thereafter 

fully confer to resolve Plaintiff’s perplexing and Delphic discovery 

demands.  In fact, Defense in good faith and abundance of caution has made 

a legal Email proffer that No Such E/Data is possessed by any Defendant 

and a Sworn Declaration to minimize the work for all involved. (EX. 1). 

26. At present Mr. Hankerson has willfully failed to show for his Noticed 1st 

Amended Complaint Deposition absent any Record Court Protection, to 

stymie the Defense, perpetuate the confusion illustrated in this Motion, deny 

clarifications regarding Plaintiff’s instant Motion payroll Exhibits, and has 

declined to retract his obscured 2nd Production Demand and re-draft/reserve 

a technically accurate, clear and understandable discovery demand for 

timely Defense informed consideration and knowing responses to avoid 

unfair prejudice.  

27. Plaintiff seeks to blame Defense for its inarticulate Information 

Technology Inspection demands, and its failure to fully, timely and fairly 

have Mr. Hankerson appear for his deposition, without Court protection, to 

avoid clarification/resolution of some of the matters herein and to unfairly 

prejudice Defendant(s). 
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WHEREFORE, Defendant(s) joint and severally request this Court DENY 

Plaintiff’s Motion to Compel and uphold Defense Objections to same for all 

of the above and grant any further relief deemed appropriate. 

    By; S//Gregory M. Ochalek, J.D. FBN 659703 

 
CERTIFICATE OF CONFERAL PER S.D.Fla. Local Rule 7.1 

Defendant(s) now certify that they have via record emails fully conferred with Plaintiff in good faith to 

mutually resolve the Motion issues herein and the Parties were unable to do so and now ask the Court to 

resolve same. 

    By; S//Gregory M. Ochalek, J.D. FBN 659703 

 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the ___23__ day of January, 2016, I sent a true copy herein via email portal 
to; Jacob K. Auerbach, Esq. at; Jacob@aalawllc.com 5521 N. University Drive, Suite 204, Coral Springs, 
FL 33067, T. 954.906.8228, F. 844.270.6948, and all record counsel. 
   

  
       S/Gregory M. Ochalek, J.D. FBN 659703 
       ochaleklaw@gmail.com 

90 SW 8th Street, #211 
       Miami, FL 33130 
       305.329.4590 F) 305.329.4591 
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